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Abstract

Physical modelling is extensively applied in the study of Oscillating Water

Column (OWC) devices since it furnishes a reliable evaluation of nonlinear

effects, as those induced by the interaction between surface waves and air

inside the pneumatic chamber. In this paper, a small scale generalized device

is compared to a similar large scale model under random waves, in order to

evaluate the main scaling issues on (i) hydrodynamics of the water column,

(ii) wave reflection and (iii) loadings at the outer front wall. The small scale

model tested allowed to investigate the effects of air compressibility to be

investigated as well.

Natural oscillation period is analysed first, which is obtained from the

delay between the oscillating motions inside the device and those outer the

front wall. Such a period increases in the small scale with the height of the

chamber due to the “spring” effect of the air compressibility. Furthermore,

the downscale of the OWC causes a reduction of the reflection coefficient,

which is in part recovered by increasing the height of the device. Extreme
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loadings on the front wall can be underestimated by the small scale but safe

conditions are always achieved for the high-chamber model.

Key words: oscillating water column, experiments, natural oscillation

period, wave reflection, loadings

Nomenclature1

∆p wave pressure at the front opening of the chamber2

δ orifice thickness3

Γ dimensionless group for air compressibility, see eq. (6)4

T̂ dimensionless resonance period of the device, see eq. (10)5

µ dynamic viscosity6

ω angular frequency of waves7

ρ density8

ε scale factor LM/Lm9

a draft of front vertical wall10

Aw amplitude of waves11

B longitudinal width of chamber12

Bt transverse width of chamber13

Cr total reflection coefficient of a random wave train14
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Cr(f) spectral reflection coefficient, defined for each wave component of the15

spectrum16

d water depth from chamber floor17

d0 orifice diameter18

F force acting on the front wall of the OWC caisson19

f generic wave frequency20

Fr Froude number21

g acceleration of gravity22

h water depth from flume floor23

H∗ significant incident relative wave height = Hm0,i/h24

ha height of the air volume inside the chamber in the still condition25

hi opening height of front vertical wall26

ht height of chamber27

Hc,m0 significant (spectral) wave height inside the chamber28

Hm0,i significant (spectral) height of incident waves29

k polytropic exponent30

L characteristic length31

Lp wave length (in depth h) based upon peak period32
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p relative pressure in chamber33

pat atmospheric absolute pressure34

q flow rate driven by the interior water surface35

Re Reynolds number36

s approach slope37

sw wave steepness38

T generic wave period39

T ∗ natural period of the device40

Tp peak wave period41

U characteristic velocity42

V air chamber volume43

Subscripts44

1/250 maximum value, equal to the average of 4 peaks from 1000 waves45

at atmospheric conditions46

M large scale model47

m small scale model48
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1. Introduction49

Operation of Wave Energy Converters (WECs) involves the interaction50

of sea water waves with fixed and moving structural components. In OWC51

devices, such an interaction is characterized by the presence of air which52

is alternately compressed and decompressed by waves inside a pneumatic53

chamber and is forced to flow through an air turbine. Falcao and Henriques54

(2016) noted that the absence of moving components inside the sea makes55

OWC devices the simplest and the most extensively analysed type of WECs.56

Recent studies on OWC devices analysed their performances both in57

oceans and in semi-sheltered seas, by using empirical, numerical or physical58

modelling approaches. In particular, Carballo and Iglesias (2012) and Lopez59

et al. (2016) considered a site located in A Guarda (Galicia, NW Spain),60

along the Atlantic Ocean. The incident wave climate was summarized in a61

limited number of wave conditions, for which the OWC device was tested.62

Lopez et al. (2016) carried out their tests by means of a validated RANS-63

VOF numerical model, which takes into account the non-linear hydrodynamic64

effects that take place in the process of conversion of wave power into pneu-65

matic power. They found an optimum value of damping due to the Power66

Take Off (PTO), which causes an overall efficiency in the conversion from67

wave to pneumatic energy of 27.5%.68

Regarding the optimization of OWC systems by means of physical mod-69

elling, several investigations have been already performed: Mahnamfar and70

Altunkaynak (2016) investigated the influence of water depth and opening71

height; Mahnamfar and Altunkaynak (2017) studied the variation of the angle72

of the front plate; Rezanejad et al. (2017) tested the influence of the turbine73
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damping; Vyzikas et al. (2017) examined four multi-chamber devices, with74

and without the PTO.75

Naty et al. (2016) developed a feasibility study of an OWC device placed76

inside the coastal structure of a Mediterranean Port in Giardini Naxos (Italy),77

where only low wave energy levels are available (see Iuppa et al., 2015a,b).78

The optimization of the device was achieved by means of a small scale phys-79

ical model in which the front wall submergence was varied. The pneumatic80

chamber measurements during such tests were considered for estimating PTO81

efficiency as a function of wave conditions. Those results were combined to82

the incident wave conditions, and allowed an overall performance of 18% for83

the case of study to be obtained. Furthermore, they found that the pay-84

back period of the investment is 19 years, although the site of the study is a85

sheltered zone for the energy conversion.86

The performance of the OWC systems was recently investigated by Sheng87

and Lewis (2016), who considered the effect of air compressibility inside the88

pneumatic chamber, i.e. the so called “spring effect” which allows to store89

and release energy during a wave cycle. In particular, air compressibility was90

first linearized and further coupled with the hydrodynamics of the OWC.91

Both frequency-domain simulations and time-domain simulations were car-92

ried out, in order to achieve a complete understanding of the problems.93

They found that air compressibility may significantly change the capacity94

of converting wave energy when the pneumatic chamber of the OWC is large95

enough.96

Notwithstanding the numerical models allow to test quite easily devices97

having different geometries, physical models are often carried out because98
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they provide reliable information on non-linear effects. In the physical mod-99

elling of OWC devices, Particle Imaging Velocimetry (PIV) is particularly100

useful since it furnishes velocity fields, kinetic energy and vorticity at the101

device (see Fleming et al., 2012; Mitchell Ferguson et al., 2017; Fleming and102

Macfarlane, 2017a). Furthermore, the inflow and outflow discharge coeffi-103

cients at the PTO can be estimated, as in Fleming and Macfarlane (2017b).104

Such coefficients allows to achieve an accurate flow rate prediction and con-105

sequently a good prediction of the performance of the devices.106

Usually, the physical model tests are carried out in small scales, due to107

the limits in the dimensions of laboratories. An exception is represented108

by the tests conducted on a generalized OWC at the Grosse Wellenkanal109

(GWK) in Hannover, Germany, by Allsop et al. (2014). Those tests (at110

approximately 1:5 to 1:9 of full scale) measured wave loads, water column111

movements, air pressures and flows through a number of PTOs, simulated by112

means of orifices. Viviano et al. (2016) analysed wave reflection and loadings113

on such a generalized device under random waves. In particular, forces at114

the OWC walls were compared with the available formulations for impulsive115

loading prediction; such comparisons showed significant underestimation for116

the heaviest incident wave conditions.117

The problem of estimating the scale effects in WECs was recently recalled118

by Sheng et al. (2014), who developed a theoretical analysis and an expla-119

nation of some important scaling issues. In particular, they stated that the120

physical modelling is acceptable if the Reynolds number of the water particle121

velocity in waves is larger than 105, i.e. when the viscous forces are negligible.122

Specifically for OWC devices, they showed that the volume of the pneumatic123
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chamber must be scaled by a modified scale factor, in order to take into124

account the effect of air compressibility. A similar indication on the scaling125

of air chamber was also expressed by Falcao and Henriques (2014). Fur-126

thermore, Weber (2007) suggested to maintain the same air chamber height127

for every geometric scale of the model, otherwise it should be provided an128

additional air volume.129

In such a context, the present paper aims at investigating the scale effects130

on hydrodynamics and loadings at a small scale generalized OWC device,131

similar to that analysed by Viviano et al. (2016) in large scale tests. The132

paper is organized as follows: the definition of the scale factor is discussed in133

Section 2, together with the derivation of the main dimensionless parameters.134

Section 3 shows the setup of the small scale model, which allows to vary the135

pneumatic chamber height and to investigate the air compressibility effects.136

The results are reported and discussed in Section 4, by considering natural137

oscillation period of the water column, wave reflection and loadings at the138

outer front wall. Section 5 discusses the effects of air chamber volume on139

the wave motion and loading at the OWC. The conclusions are drawn in140

Section 6, by comparing the results obtained from models with different141

scales and pneumatic chambers.142

2. Dimensional analysis143

For a given physical problem, dimensional analysis allows to identify the144

fundamental parameters and dimensionless variables. Therefore, data ob-145

tained from a prototype and/or from physical models can be correlated each146

other on the basis of such parameters. Usually a physical model is geometri-147
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cally similar to the full (or large) scale model. It is possible to define a scale148

factor ε equal to the ratio between a generic geometrical length at the large149

scale LM model and the corresponding length at the small scale model Lm:150

ε =
LM

Lm

(1)

On the basis of such a scale factor between lengths, the ratios between areas151

and between volumes can be obviously obtained geometrically as ε2 and ε3,152

respectively.153

Once the geometrical similarity is chosen, the physical phenomenon must154

be investigated in order to verify if all the dimensional quantities scale cor-155

rectly in the larger (or prototype) and smaller models or if some of them156

deviates. In the latter case, the phenomenon analysed in the small scale157

model may heavily differ from the large scale and a correction of the scale158

effect must be introduced.159

The interaction between surface waves and OWC device involves the dy-160

namics of two fluids, i.e. water and air, which mutually affect each other. A161

further grade of complexity is introduced by the presence of the power take162

off (PTO). Falcao and Henriques (2014) noticed that the dimensional anal-163

ysis leads to a scale ratio of the power equal to ε7/2; indeed, a geometrical164

scale 1:10 implies a power ratio of about 1:3200. Such a ratio is too small for165

allowing an adequate modelling of the turbine, which is usually substituted166

by an orifice or by a layer of porous media.167

The application of the dimensional analysis approach to continuity and168

Navier-Stokes equation for fluid dynamics leads to the definition of Froude169
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number Fr and Reynolds number Re (Wilcox, 1997):170

Fr =
U√
gL

(2)

171

Re =
ρUL

µ
(3)

where U is a characteristic speed of the fluid, L is a characteristic length172

of the system, g is the acceleration of gravity, ρ and µ are the density and173

the viscosity, respectively. For water motion under waves, the characteristic174

speed U can be defined by employing the maximum water particle velocity175

from small-amplitude water wave theory (Dean and Dalrymple, 1991):176

U = ωAw (4)

where Aw is the amplitude and ω is the angular frequency of the incoming177

waves (ω = 2π/T with T the period on waves).178

For the two dimensionless groupings introduced above, the physical mean-179

ing can be expressed as a balance between forces acting on the fluid: i) Fr180

provides a measure of the importance of inertial forces with respect to gravity181

forces; ii) Re compares the inertial forces and the viscous forces.182

For a fixed scale ratio ε between lengths of large and small scale model, it183

is not possible to match both Froude an Reynolds numbers if the two models184

have the same fluids and acceleration of gravity. Indeed, from eq. (2) the ratio185

between large and small scale characteristic velocity is equal to ε0.5. On the186

contrary, the matching of eq. (3) yields to a velocity scale factor ε−1. As187

stated by Sheng et al. (2014), usually the Froude similarity alone is followed188

since it can ensure the correctness of model scaling under the condition of189

large Reynolds number, i.e. Re > 105.190
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The presence of the air inside the OWC chamber causes a further scaling191

issue which involves compressibility. The air varies its pressure over the time192

and flows into the PTO. On the basis of the mass continuity, the variation193

of the amount of air inside the chamber is due to its volume variation for a194

fixed density (i.e. ρdV/dt) and to the density variability for a fixed volume195

V dρ/dt, where ρ and V are density and volume of the air into the OWC,196

respectively. The volume variation inside the chamber can be seen as the197

flow rate q of the water inside the OWC.198

The density variation is due to the presence of air compression, which199

can be well represented inside the OWC chamber by means of the pressure-200

density relationship for a perfect gas:201

p+ pat
ρk

=
pat
ρkat

(5)

where p is the relative pressure inside the chamber, pat is the absolute pressure202

out of the OWC, ρat is the outer density, k is the polytropic exponent which is203

related to the turbine efficiency, as obtained in Falcao and Henriques (2014).204

The latter exponent assumes the maximum value 1.4 if the turbine is perfectly205

efficient and the flow is isoentropic. On the contrary, k = 1 for a turbine206

which has null efficiency, since no work is done and the process is isothermal.207

On the basis of the eq. (5), it is possible to compare the air mass variability208

inside the OWC due to density and volume variation, thus obtaining the209

following dimensionless group:210

Γ =
V dρ/dt

ρq
=

V

kq(p+ pat)

dp

dt
(6)

Falcao and Henriques (2014) suggest that such a dimensionless group must211

be constant in order to achieve a full dynamic similarity between large and212
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small scale models. The coefficient k depends on the PTO characteristics213

rather than on the gometric scale. Under the Froude similarity conditions,214

the scales of flow rate q and of pressure variation dp/dt are ε2.5 and ε0.5,215

respectively. Furthermore, pat are constant at different scales and the relative216

pressures inside the chamber p can be considered small when compared to217

absolute pressure (i.e. p ≪ pat). All those considerations cause that the218

air volume should be scaled by ε2 in order to have a constant value of Γ,219

instead the geometric similarity yields the volume scale to ε3, as highlighted220

by Sheng et al. (2014). For such a reason, Weber (2007) asserts that the221

scaling requirements of air compressibility can be satisfied by maintaining the222

air chamber height at all scales: in this way the ratio between volumes in the223

models at different scales coincide to the ratio of areas, i.e. ε2. Unfortunately,224

such a scale distortion is often not achievable in small laboratories but it can225

be substituted with any increase of the chamber volume, for example by226

connecting the chamber with an air reservoir. In order to face such a scaling227

issue of the OWCs, another possible approach is to test the effect of a small228

variation of air volume, or specifically of the chamber height, so carrying out229

a sensitivity analysis. Such a method may allow to overcome the need for a230

great air volume reservoir, since the results from two small scale models with231

different heights of the air can be extrapolated on the basis of air chamber232

height. In small scale models, the compressibility effects are difficult to be233

separated from other scaling effects related to skin friction, boundary layer234

and surface tension. Therefore, the proposed method can be considered an235

holistic approach. An application of this methodology and its related scale236

effects are investigated in the following sections.237
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3. Modelling setup238

Physical modelling of an OWC system is a complex task since it involves239

at the same time wave-structure interaction, air compressibility and PTO240

dynamics. A simplified approach is here followed, in which the PTO is sub-241

stituted by an orifice.242

The reference modelling setup, shown in Figure 1, is a generalized OWC243

placed at the top of a ramp, which was tested at the Large Wave Channel244

(GWK) of the Coastal Research Centre (FZK) in Hannover (Allsop et al.,245

2014). Such a large scale model was approximately 1:5 to 1:9 of full scale246

and it was equipped with wave gauges, pressure sensors, differential pressure247

transducer and air flow propeller. Data was registered by such sensors at248

a frequency of 1000Hz and it was analysed by Viviano et al. (2016) under249

random wave conditions, by considering wave reflection and loadings. A250

first analysis allowed to define the optimum orifice as the most efficient flow251

restriction, which gave the lowest reflection coefficient.252

On the basis of such a generalized OWC large scale model, new small253

scale experiments have been carried out at the University of Catania (CT),254

in a sector of the wave flume which is 18m long, 0.90m deep and 1 m wide255

(see Figure 2). Such a sector corresponds to a partition of a wider channel,256

which is 3.60m large. The flap-type wave maker can reproduce random waves257

on the basis of an input spectrum. The scale factor between large-GWK and258

small-CT models is 18. Therefore the OWC tested in the CT laboratory is259

about 1:90 to 1:160 of the full scale.260

The OWC devices tested in small scale are constituted by a single steel261

box with 10 internal longitudinal dividing sheets, which constitutes 11 cham-262
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Figure 1: Test setup and sketch of the wave flume at the Coastal Research Centre in

Hannover (GWK) with the large scale OWC model: (a-b-c) photos of the setup (from

Viviano et al., 2016); (d) top view; (e) longitudinal section.
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Figure 2: Wave flume at the University of Catania (CT) with a small scale OWC model

placed in a partition of the channel: (a) top view; (b) longitudinal section.

bers (see Figure 3). The front vertical sheet is cut at the bottom so obtaining263

the chamber opening. The top of each chamber is covered by a pierced hor-264

izontal sheet, curved at its edges, which can be fixed at different heights on265

the front and rear sheets by means of bolts. A tube with internal restriction266

(i.e. orifice) is fixed above each horizontal top sheet, in order to simulate the267

PTO.268

The new small scale experiments have been carried out by considering269

the geometrical parameters summarized in Table 1 (viz. column CT). All the270

linear dimensions have been scaled by dividing for the same factor ε = 18271

the corresponding dimension of the GWK large scale model with optimum272

orifice. The slope of the ramp (s = 1:6) is the same in the two models.273

The system adopted in CT-experiments allows to vary the top of the274

OWC, thus two small scale models have been tested having different height275

of the chamber ht: (i) low-chamber CT-model having ht = 0.13 m, which cor-276
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Figure 3: Photos and sketch of the OWC small scale setup: (a) view of front wall and

upper part of air ducts; (b) model under construction with its internal steel sheets and

external concrete slope; (c) schematic section with main geometrical parameters.
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responds to the exact geometric scale of the GWK-model; (ii) high-chamber277

CT-model with ht = 0.28 m; such a value approximately quintuples the278

height of the air volume (ha = ht − d) with respect to the low-chamber279

CT-model, i.e. ha = 0.04 m vs. 0.19 m.280

Table 1: List of the geometrical parameters adopted in GWK large scale model (with

optimum orifice) and in CT small scale tests. Two CT-models have been tested having

different heights of chamber ht.

Geometrical parameter Symbol GWK CT

Approach slope s 1:6 1:6

Longitudinal width of chamber B 2.45 m 0.14 m

Transverse width of chamber Bt 1.44 m 0.08 m

Water depth from flume floor h 3.50 m 0.19 m

Water depth from chamber floor d 1.58 m 0.09 m

Draft of front vertical wall a 0.58 m 0.03 m

Opening height of the front wall hi 1.00 m 0.06 m

Orifice diameter d0 0.20 m 0.011 m

Height of chamber ht 2.30 m 0.13 - 0.28 m

Measurements have been carried out by means of six wave gauges (W1-281

W6) and three pressure sensors (P1-P3). Figure 4 shows that 3 wave gauges282

(W1-W3) are placed along the flat part of the wave flume and are used for283

estimating wave reflection. Two wave gauges (W4-W5) are placed in front of284

the central chamber. Such a chamber, sketched in Figure 4 (b), is equipped285

with the air pressure sensor P3 and with the wave gauge W6. The latter286

wave gauge measures internal free surface and it is inserted in the chamber287
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through a plastic restriction which represents the orifice.288

Loadings at the outer side of the front wall are investigated by means of289

the pressure sensors P1 and P2, which are located inside a lateral chamber290

sketched in Figure 4 (c). That setup allows to reduce the impact of the291

pressure sensors on the central equipped chamber.292

The pressure sensors have model number ATM.1ST/N. They are fully293

submersible and made of stainless steel alloy 316L. Their full scale pressure294

is 50 mbar. The accuracy is ±0.1 mbar, i.e. ±0.2% of the full scale. The295

output signal is given in voltage with a sensitivity 5.0 mbar/V.296

All the tests were carried out with random waves having JONSWAP297

spectrum and peak enhancement factor γ = 3.3. Nine wave conditions have298

been tested in both GWK and CT models, which are summarized in Table 2.299

Small scale CT incident wave conditions are chosen in order to follow the300

Froude similarity of GWK tests: (i) significant wave heights Hm0,i are scaled301

with ε; (ii) peak wave periods Tp are scaled with ε0.5.302

Dimensionless parameters are also introduced in Table 2, which are the303

relative incident wave height H∗ = Hm0,i/h, the relative width of chamber304

B/Lp and the wave steepness sw = Hm0,i/Lp. Those parameters are function305

of wave height, water depth h, width of chamber B and local wave length306

Lp; the latter is obtained from Tp and h by applying dispersion relation.307

Dimensionless groups Fr and Re have been obtained by applying eqs. (2) and308

(3) respectively. In those equations, the characteristic velocity U has been309

computed on the basis of significant incident wave conditions for spectral310

waves, i.e. Hm0,i and Tp. Furthermore the characteristic length is substituted311
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Figure 4: Detailed views of the OWC small scale model with location of wave gauges W1-

W6 and pressure sensors P1-P3: (a) top view; (b) longitudinal section crossing the central

chamber where air pressure and internal water surface are registered; (c) longitudinal

section across the lateral chamber which contains pressures sensors. All the dimensions

are expressed in cm.
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by the width of chamber B, so obtaining:312

Fr =
πHm0,i

Tp

√
gB

(7)

313

Re =
πρHm0,iB

µTp

(8)

All the dimensionless groups defined above allow a direct comparison314

between large and small scale models and are used in the following section315

for estimating scale effects.316

4. Analysis of results317

Measurements of free surface elevation and pressure, both inside and out-318

side of the pneumatic chamber, allow to describe air and water fluid dynamics319

in three geometric conditions: i) large scale model, tested at GWK; ii) small320

scale model with geometry similar to the large scale model; iii) small scale321

model with increased height of chamber. The tests in the small scale models322

have been carried out at the hydraulic laboratory of Catania (CT), and they323

are called “low-chamber” and “high-chamber” respectively.324

The data registered during such tests regard three different aspects of the325

interaction between waves and OWC, i.e. the flow inside the chamber, the326

wave reflection and the loadings at the front wall. Such phenomena are here327

investigated for all the models described above, and the results are compared328

each other in order to discuss their differences.329

4.1. Hydrodynamics of the water column330

The flow inside the chamber is related both to the OWC geometry and331

to the incident wave conditions. In particular, the volume of air inside the332
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Table 2: Incident wave conditions tested at GWK an CT models; Hm0,i is the significant

wave height; Tp is the peak wave period; H∗ = Hm0,i/h is the relative wave height; B/Lp

is the relative width of chamber; sw = Hm0,i/Lp is the wave steepness; Fr and Re are

function of Hm0,i, Tp and width of chamber B.

GWK incident wave conditions

Index Hm0,i [m] Tp [s] H∗ B/Lp sw Fr Re

GWK1 0.40 4.0 0.11 0.12 0.016 0.064 7.70 105

GWK2 0.54 5.0 0.15 0.09 0.014 0.069 8.31 105

GWK3 0.40 6.5 0.11 0.07 0.006 0.039 4.74 105

GWK4 0.39 3.0 0.11 0.19 0.028 0.083 1.00 106

GWK5 0.52 3.0 0.15 0.19 0.037 0.111 1.33 106

GWK6 0.60 4.0 0.17 0.12 0.024 0.096 1.15 106

GWK7 0.80 4.0 0.23 0.12 0.032 0.128 1.54 106

GWK8 0.81 5.0 0.23 0.09 0.021 0.104 1.25 106

GWK9 1.00 6.0 0.29 0.08 0.018 0.107 1.28 106

CT incident wave conditions

Index Hm0,i [m] Tp [s] H∗ B/Lp sw Fr Re

CT1 0.02 0.9 0.11 0.13 0.016 0.060 9.77 103

CT2 0.03 1.2 0.16 0.09 0.013 0.067 1.10 104

CT3 0.02 1.5 0.11 0.07 0.006 0.036 5.86 103

CT4 0.02 0.7 0.11 0.19 0.026 0.077 1.26 104

CT5 0.03 0.7 0.16 0.19 0.039 0.115 1.88 104

CT6 0.03 0.9 0.16 0.13 0.024 0.089 1.47 104

CT7 0.04 0.9 0.21 0.13 0.032 0.119 1.95 104

CT8 0.05 1.2 0.26 0.09 0.022 0.112 1.83 104

CT9 0.06 1.4 0.32 0.08 0.020 0.115 1.88 104
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chamber and the PTO play a key role in the hydrodynamics of the water333

column but it is difficult to analyse all those aspects separately, above all334

in the small scale. Therefore, an holistic approach has been followed here335

by investigating the eigen period of the water column. Such a procedure336

was proposed by Boccotti (2007), who related the resonance period of the337

device with the time lag between the flow inside the chamber q and the wave338

pressure ∆p on the outer opening of the chamber, i.e. at the lowest part of339

the front wall.340

In the presence of random waves, both q and ∆p are not periodic but341

they can be expressed as sum of periodic components. Therefore, a cross342

correlation can be computed for estimating their time lag:343

Ψ(T ) = 〈∆p(t)q(t+ T )〉 (9)

where the angle brackets denote an average over the time. The natural344

period of the plant is called here T ∗ and it is equal to 4 times the delay345

T for which the maximum of Ψ(T ) is achieved (see Arena et al., 2015). If346

the peak period is near to the natural period, the device works near to the347

resonance condition, and such a condition allows to achieve the maximum348

rate of energy conversion.349

The natural period of the device is mainly function of the pneumatic350

chamber dimension. Therefore, its comparison with a characteristic length351

of the device (i.e. the chamber width B) needs for the definition of a dimen-352

sionless resonance period T̂ , defined as follows353

T̂ = T ∗

√

g

2πB
(10)

354
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The results of the tests carried out both in small scale and in large scale355

are shown in Figure 5 in terms of the dimensionless resonance period as a356

function of the Froude number defined in eq (7). For each geometry and scale357

tested, it is possible to define a horizontal asymptote for increasing values358

of Fr. Such a tendency is better highlighted by means of the hyperbolic359

interpolations. The small scale CT-tests have asymptotic values of T̂ higher360

than those of the large scale GWK-tests. That result highlights a first scal-361

ing issue which involves a different response to incident wave motion between362

the large and the small scale models. Such a scale effect may have multiple363

reasons, mainly related to differences in: (i) water motions and (ii) air com-364

pressbility inside the chamber, (iii) air in- and out-flow trough the orifice.365

The differences in the water motion inside the chamber are likely the most366

important effect. They are related to the higher rate of energy losses in the367

small scale, which reduces the velocity of the fluid inside the chamber and368

increases the natural period of the water column oscillations. The causes of369

those greater losses in the small scale are the differences in Reynolds number370

and in surface tension between large and small scale models.371

The variation of the chamber height causes small effects on the natural372

oscillation period. In particular, the asymptotic value of T̂ for high-chamber373

small scale configuration is increased of about 5% if compared with the results374

for the low-chamber small scale setup.375

A further analysis of the chamber hydrodynamics have involved the sig-376

nificant height Hc,m0, evaluated from the mean free surface elevation inside377

chamber ηc:378

Hc,m0 = 4σ(ηc) (11)
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Figure 5: Dimensionless resonance period T̂ of the device as function of Froude number

of incident waves. Results of the large scale GWK-tests and small scale CT-tests with

interpolation lines.
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where σ is the standard deviation.379

In order to compare data measured at different scales, Hm0 is made di-380

mensionless by dividing it for the flume water depth h. Figure 6 shows such a381

relative height inside the chamber as a function of the incident relative wave382

height H∗ for the all the tests carried out. The results are quite confusing383

for small incident heights, since the effect of the wave period dominates. On384

the contrary, an increasing trend is present when H∗ > 0.2. In such a range,385

it is possible to note that the free surface motion inside the GWK large-scale386

model has a trend which stays in between the high-chamber and low-chamber387

small-scale models.388

4.2. Wave reflection389

The effect of an OWC plant on the external wave motion is analysed here,390

by separating the incident and reflected wave components. Since the waves391

are random, a spectral decomposition has been carried out on the free surface392

elevations registered at the wave gauges W1, W2 and W3 shown in Figure 4.393

On the basis of those wave spectra, the incident and reflected components394

are estimated by means of the three probe method formulated by Mansard395

and Funke (1980). Such a method was compared, in Viviano et al. (2016),396

with the more reliable four probe method proposed in Faraci et al. (2015),397

obtaining good agreements for all the wave conditions tested in the large398

scale OWC model. Therefore, the three probes method can be considered399

reliable also for the tests carried out in the small scale with similar wave400

conditions.401

For each test, the applied method of decomposition provides the incident402

and reflected wave energy spectra as a function of the frequency f of each403
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Figure 6: Significant relative wave height inside the chamberHc,m0/h versus the significant

incident relative wave height H∗. Results of the GWK-model are compared with the low-

and high-chamber CT-models.
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wave component. Such a procedure allows to analyse both the total reflection404

coefficient Cr and the frequency-related reflection coefficient Cr(f). Cr is the405

square root of the ratio between the integrals of the reflected and incident406

wave spectra; Cr(f) is a function of the frequency, and it is defined as the407

ratio between the reflected and the incident wave amplitudes for each value408

of f .409

The values of Cr are shown in Figure 7 for all the tests carried out in small410

and large scale configurations, as a function the dimensionless parameter411

B/Lp. The most evident result is that the small scale experiments provide412

values of Cr lower than those of the large scale tests. The increase in chamber413

height causes a slight growth of the reflected waves. Furthermore, a linear414

extrapolation has been carried out of the reflection coefficient obtained in the415

small scale configurations, by considering the height of the air volume inside416

the pneumatic chamber in still water condition, i.e. ha. On the basis of the417

dimensional analysis, the correct way to scale the OWC device would be by418

keeping constant ha, which assumes the value 0.72 m in the large scale model.419

Therefore, the extrapolation of the small scale models have been carried out420

by considering such a value of ha.421

Figure 7 shows that the extrapolation allows to increase the reflection422

coefficients obtained in the small scale setups. Nevertheless, the values of Cr423

obtained in the large scale model are still greater than those extrapolated424

from the small scale tests. Such a difference is more evident for a relative425

width of chamber B/Lp = 0.1-0.15. Those values of B/Lp corresponds to426

dimensionless peak wave periods Tp

√

g/(2πB) close to the resonance dimen-427

sionless period T̂ found in the previous section. Thus the scale effects are428
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Figure 7: Reflection coefficient Cr as function of relative width of chamber B/Lp for large
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small scale tests are used to extrapolate values of Cr for height of air chamber equal
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more prominent on wave reflection for incident waves having the peak pe-429

riod close to the natural oscillation period of the OWC. Therefore, the small430

scale models give the greatest errors when the device works near to the reso-431

nance, with a maximum reduction of the reflection coefficient of about 20%432

in comparison with the large scale configuration.433

The variation of the orifice thickness (δ) can also play a role on the result434

obtained at different scales. In particular, a distinction between thin and435

thick wall orifices can be considered (see Fossa and Guglielmini, 2002; He436

and Huang, 2014): openings with δ/d0 < 0.5 are classified thin openings;437

instead, those with δ/d0 > 0.5 are called thick openings. In the large-scale438

GWK model, the orifice was executed in a layer having δ = 2 cm. Such a439

thickness was not scaled geometrically in the CT models, indeed δ = 0.5 cm440

in the small scale. The resulting ratio δ/d0 is then 0.10 and 0.45 in the GWK441

and CT models respectively. As a consequence, is possible to affirm that such442

a variation of thickness does not affect appreciably their results. Indeed, the443

orifice dimensions fall in the thin wall case (δ/d0 > 0.5) in the large and444

small scale models.445

The scale effects on the reflected wave spectrum are investigated here by446

focusing on the mean spectral reflection coefficient Cr(f), which is defined for447

each frequency f as the average of Cr(f) for all the wave conditions tested in448

the experiments. Figure 8 shows Cr(f) as a function of the relative width of449

chamber B/L for the large scale GWK-tests and for the small scale CT-tests450

with low and high chamber. Furthermore, the interpolation function of Cr(f)451

is determined on the extrapolated values of CT-tests, similarly to what has452

been done for Cr. The resulting extrapolated function Cr(f) from the small453
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scale configurations is close to the values obtained for the large scale model454

for B/L < 0.15, i.e. for wave period greater or equal to the natural oscillation455

period of the water column. Notwithstanding the extrapolation, the small456

scale models furnish values of Cr(f) smaller than the large scale tests for457

wave components having period smaller than the natural oscillation period.458

In particular, Cr(f) > 1 for B/L > 0.3 in the large scale tests, thus the energy459

is shifted from smaller toward higher B/L. Such a result is not related to a460

single wave conditions but it is the effect of the air-water interaction inside461

the chamber. That effect is considerably reduced in the small scale models462

since Cr(f) is always lower than 1, and the reflected wave components are463

always lower than those incident.464

The obtained discrepancy between the large and the small scale models465

may have multiple causes. Indeed, the Reynolds numbers are lower than 105466

in the small-scale models and the viscosity can play a role on the scale effects.467

Furthermore, the stiffness of the chamber have been varied from the large to468

the small scale, due to the use of concrete and steel, respectively. All those469

issues are common in scaling OWC devices. They cause an excessive energy470

damping in the small scale, which affect both the resonant period and the471

wave reflection.472

4.3. Loadings473

The most critical structural point of the OWC caissons is the front wall,474

due to the interaction between incident waves and oscillating motion from475

the pneumatic chamber. Therefore, the attention has been focused here on476

the loadings registered at the the outer part of the front wall.477

In both large and small scale laboratories, the pressures have been regis-478
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tered with a frequency of 1000 Hz, in order to measure the peaks of impulsive479

loadings. The pressures registered at the front wall along a vertical direction480

represent the pressure profile. The integral of such a profile furnishes the481

force per unit length of front wall, defined as F/Bt, where F is the force482

acting on each OWC caisson having transverse width Bt.483

Starting from the time series of the force related to 1000 waves, the 4484

highest values are averaged in order to have the 1/250 maximum force, called485

F1/250. In order to compare results from different scales, a dimensionless486

variable is used which is obtained by dividing F1/250 for the term ρgaBtHm0,i.487

Figure 9 shows the comparison between the dimensionless maximum488

forces obtained from large and small scale experiments, with indication of489

those tests carried out with different height of the chamber. It is evident490

that the results from small the scale models provide dimensionless forces491

quite constant in comparison with the the large scale model. This is a di-492

rect effect of the viscous stresses which modify the hydrodynamics inside the493

OWC by reducing flow velocity near the wall.494

5. Discussion on the effects of changing the air chamber height495

The experiments carried out at the small-scale facility furnishes the pos-496

sibility of investigate the effect of varying the air chamber volume by means497

of the height of the roof of the device. The results reported in the previous498

section have showed that such a variation does not reduce the scale effects at499

a great extent. Nevertheless, the changing of the air volume involves several500

changes in the system dynamics which need to be discussed and related each501

other.502
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Since the horizontal section of the OWC has been unchanged during the503

experiments, the variation of the height of the air chamber ha is proportional504

to the air volume. In the so called small-scale models, the ratio between the505

two values of ha (and of air volume) tested was 4.75.506

The increase in chamber height affects the air water dynamics inside the507

device by means of the increase of both the natural period and the significant508

wave height measured inside the chamber, as shown in the Figures 5 and 6509

respectively.510

The natural period is increased weakly (lower than 10%) but quite uni-511

formly along the tests carried out with greater ha. The rationale behind such512

a behaviour is that when the volume of air increases, the water column is513

less opposed by the air pressure. Therefore, the presence of a greater air514

volume inside the pneumatic chamber acts like a weaker spring, which in-515

creases the natural oscillation period of the water column with respect to the516

low-chamber configuration. Such a phenomenon acts independently from the517

characteristics of incident waves, i.e. from the internal excursion of the free518

surface. As a consequence, the oscillation phase response of the system acts519

like a linear phenomenon, which is independent from the amplitudes.520

The analysis of wave loadings on the front face highlights that the small521

scale setup with high chamber provides a fairly good match with the large522

scale setup for the most violent storms. The rationale of such a behaviour is523

related to what has been inferred above; indeed, the increase of air volume524

inside the pneumatic chamber causes a lower opposition to the water column525

oscillations due to air compressibility. The resulting greater oscillations inside526

the chamber cause, in turn, the increase of both wave height and force at the527
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external side of the front wall.528

6. Conclusions529

The main issue related to the physical modelling of an OWC is the air-530

water interaction inside the pneumatic chamber. Indeed, the volume of air531

in that chamber needs to be scaled differently from the rest of the device,532

possibly by maintaining its height. Unfortunately, it is difficult to achieve533

in the small scale models; the modelling system adopted here allows to vary534

such a height in order to quantify its effect on the behaviour of the modeled535

device.536

The similitude is achieved by maintaining constant the parameter Fr, so537

obtaining a Froude similarity. The turbine scaling is not considered in the538

present study, since the power take off has been substituted with an orifice in539

both large and small scale models. Furthermore, the scale effects related to540

the thickness variation of such orifices can be neglected from a comparison541

with the available literature data.542

Measurements of water column oscillations inside the pneumatic cham-543

ber allow to obtain the natural period of the device, which is proportionally544

greater in the small scale than in the large scale. An increase in chamber545

height causes a further increment of the natural oscillation period, which di-546

verges from that obtained in the large scale model. Therefore, the increment547

of the air volume in the pneumatic chamber appears to increase the scale548

effects on the internal hydrodynamics of the OWC. The rationale is that the549

viscous stresses in the small scale cause a greater reduction of flow velocity in550

comparison with the large scale. Such a phenomenon, in turns, increases the551
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natural period of the small scaled device rather than reducing it, as it would552

be expected due to the low-chamber condition. For the high-chamber tests,553

the natural oscillation period increases further the effect of air compressibility554

which acts like a weaker spring due to the higher volume of air.555

The amplitude of the free surface motion inside the pneumatic chamber556

shows that the large scale model has a behaviour more similar to the high-557

chamber than to the low-chamber small scale configuration. Such a behaviour558

is realistically related to the air compressibility, since the viscosity distortion559

due to the differences in Reynolds numbers act similarly in the two small560

scale models.561

The increased height of chamber is beneficial in reducing scale effects on562

the reflection coefficient Cr. Indeed, the small scale tests give a lower reflec-563

tion effect than the large scale tests and the increase in height of chamber564

causes vales of Cr which are closer to those obtained from the large scale565

model. Nevertheless, the increase in height of chamber is not sufficient for566

overcoming scale effects, especially when the device works near to resonance.567

The analysis of the frequency-related reflection highlights the absence of a568

strong redistribution of energy through wave components having different569

frequencies, as opposed to what happens in the large scale. Such a different570

behaviour is again related to the pneumatic chamber which has a weak effect571

in the small scale models, also for the high-chamber configuration.572

It is important to stress that the adopted geometrical scaling procedure573

by it self does not assure a similar response between the small-scale and the574

large-scale models. Indeed, the dimensionless resonance period of the system575

can be also 40% greater in the small-scale. Thus, the small-scaled OWC576
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might respond differently to the incident wave spectra near to the resonant577

condition, i.e. when the device provides a maximum of energy conversion578

and a minimum of wave reflection. Nevertheless, the mean spectral reflec-579

tion coefficients highlight a similar behaviour between the small-scale and580

the large-scale tests towards their minimum values, i.e. at the optimum con-581

ditions. Therefore, the increase of dimensionless resonance period does not582

affect the response of the small-scale model to the incident wave spectra.583

The comparison of dimensionless maximum (1/250) forces at the outer584

front wall between large and small scale models highlights a different be-585

haviour, due to the presence of viscous stresses in the latter models. For586

the heaviest incident wave conditions, the forces obtained for the small scale587

model with high chamber have a better agreement with the large scale model.588

Therefore, a little increase in the height of the pneumatic chamber is sufficient589

to provide a fairly safe prediction of the maximum loadings.590

A specific analysis have been carried out on the variation of air chamber591

height (and volume) in the so called small-scale models. Such a variation592

affects weakly the wave-air interaction inside the chamber, but strongly the593

wave related forces at the device.594
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